Jeopardy ----Psychology Final Exam-----January 2013
Conditioning
Memory/Altered States
Altered States
Personality
Abnormal
Little Albert suffered
Repetition/rehearsal can Which stage of sleep do These are the 3 parts of Fear of a specific
from this as a result of
help a ____ memory to
we dream?
personality according to situation, object, thing is
classical conditioning (he become a ____ memory
Freud
known as a
was afraid of all things
REM
white and fluffy)
Short/Long
Generalization
Id, Ego, Super Ego
Phobia
The drooling as a result
Please excuse my dear
What did Freud believe
This is the most basic
This professional would
of the meat powder was aunt sally or MAIN is an is the purpose of
need that Maslow says
prescribe drugs to deal
the
example of this
dreams
humans have to have
with depression
Unconditioned
To expose unconscious
met
Response
Mnemonic device
desires
Physiological
Psychiatrist
Operant Conditioning
The grouping of a phone Sleep disorder where a
If you forget a traumatic Depression and Bipolar
works by doing these
number or your social
person has difficulty
event it is known as
are examples of this
two things
security number is
falling and staying
group of disorders
Reward and
called this
asleep
Punishment
Chunking
Insomnia
Repression
Mood
What is the purpose of
Name 2 issues with
Name two things that
MC Freud’s theories
The two “poles” of
rewards when using
eyewitness testimony.
occur during REM sleep? are called which of the
bipolar are
operant conditioning?
following: A-Humanistic,
B- Hierarchy CBias, influenced,
Increased brain waves,
Psychodynamic
Encourage a behavior
incorrect
dreams, eye movement C
Mania and Depression
You got a good grade on How are long-term
A feeling of fear/panic
Which of Freud’s three
When a person suffers
your test and your
memories stored in our
that occurs during the
parts of personality is
from a several different
parents take you out to
brains (methodology)?
deepest stage of sleep
almost entirely
personalities with their
dinner.
Senses, ideas,
and is often not recalled considered to be in our
own style, name, etc. It
similarities, emotion
in the morning is called
conscious selves
is this type of disorder
Positive Punishment
(Non Verbal)
Sleep Terror
Super Ego
Dissociative Disorder
He is known as the
This type of memory is
Name 2 issues with
*A person who
This type of disorder
father of Classical
held for less than a
hypnosis
convinces themselves
results in physical
Conditioning.
second.
they are an alien from
symptoms without a
Suggestibility and
outer space& their ship
biological reason
Pavlov
Sensory Storage
irregularity of results
is taking them home
Somatoform
soon is suffering from
this symptom
Delusion
Final Jeopardy: Name as many different types of abnormal psychological disorders as you can.

Hodge Podge
MC
Our heartbeat is
controlled by the: Asomatic, B- autonomic,
C- parasympathetic
B
The spine is part of the
peripheral nervous
system True or False
False- Central
How do psychologists
determine if a behavior
stems from nature or
nurture
Twin Studies
If conditioning is not
maintained on a regular
basis, the behavior is
known as
Extinct
When a subject is able
to distinguish between
two different stimuli it is
referred to as
Discrimination
This type of memory is
held for less than a
second
Sensory Storage

